2009 YEAR IN REVIEW
Welcome to the Professional Paramedic Association of Ottawa’s 2009 Year in Review!
This is our second “In Review” aimed at
showcasing some of the commitment and
generosity our paramedics display throughout the year. The goal this year was to feature our activities through more photos and
less
writing.
Thanks
to
the
many
“shutterbugs” who attended these events,
this goal has been accomplished! Please
keep the pictures coming for future editions!
We would also like to thank all of the sponsors seen throughout this publication. Your
generosity has enabled us to publish this
book and even add a little colour to it.
Thank you to everyone who participated in
events ranging from school visits to community events to paramedic week activities.

Suzanne Noël, Advanced Care Paramedic
Director of Print Media
Professional Paramedic Association of Ottawa
300 March Road (4th Floor)
Ottawa, ON K2K 2E2
613-244-0333
printmedia@ottawaparamedics.ca
www.OttawaParamedics.ca

Front Cover: photos courtesy of François
Côté, Kris Kurs and Darryl Wilton
Rear Cover: Move Over Law design by
Giuseppe “Pino” Federico
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Please keep your enthusiasm coming so we
can continue to increase our volunteer numbers next year!

HOCKEY TOURNAMENT
Tournament raises $1000 for HELP fund
The University of Ottawa played host
again this year to the Paramedic Hockey
Tournament.
The 2009 tournament was organized by
the PPAO’s Director of Corporate Development Bruno Gendron and Director of
Team Events Kane Newell.

The lonely life of a goalie

Eight teams participated in the tournament and treated the fans to both high
scoring games and nail-biter, down-tothe-wire finishes.
In the end it was the local Corrections
team hoisting the championship trophy
after beating Durham EMS in a shootout.
The 2009 tournament raised a total of
$1000 for the Helping Every Local Paramedic (HELP) Fund.
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Thank you to all of our participants, we
hope to see you again in 2010!

Preparing the game plan

Great butterfly technique

Lanark and Ottawa Hazards face off

ST. PATRICK’S PARADE
Ottawa Paramedics go Irish
Director of Education Chantale Dumas
organized the largest St Patrick’s Day
Parade volunteer group in PPAO history
in March 2009.
All in attendance wore their shamrocks
and green hats with pride as they followed the parade route through downtown Ottawa.

Code and his trainers

Thanks to all of the following volunteers
for coming out! Chantale Dumas, Paul
Morneau, Clayton Foster, Mathieu Lavictoire, Carl Surprenant, Michaël Pineault,
Nicholas Paquette, Dena O'Hara, Julien
Turpin-Crête, Caroline LeBrasseur, Natalie McEwen, Israël Coderre, Mathieu
Lemay, Jean-Philippe Lambert St-Marie,
Dominique Ouellet, Emilie Gauthier and
Francis Brunet.

The Irish Paramedic Service

Code gets friendly with Chantale

Hanging out before the procession
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All student volunteers received a thankyou letter from the PPAO and their college also received copies so community
hours could be tracked.

PHYSIOTHERAPY DEMO
Physiotherapists experience paramedic lifting
In
2009,
the
PPAO
hosted a groundbreaking
meeting between Ottawa
Paramedic Service and
Professional Physiotherapy Centre (PCC).
Thanks to the efforts of
Joe Micucci, Darryl Wilton
and Sue Noël, PCC is now
the official provider of
onsite rehabilitation and
fitness services.
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Paramedics wanted to
make sure our unique
needs and injuries would
be understood by the
professionals who were
treating us. That’s why
we hosted a demonstration and info session to
help PPC learn about
paramedic lifting injuries.
Keith Buchanan put together a great presentation on paramedic injury

statistics such as types,
frequency and causes
and compared them to
the injury statistics from
the general worker population to highlight the differences.
Rob Wilson, Jan Woods
and Tammy Dupuis then
demonstrated a typical
chest pain call from start
to finish. This call was
orchestrated and narrated by Sue Noël, who
explained why lifts were
done in certain ways,
equipment weights, lifting frequencies and common problems encountered on calls.
We then entered the garage where the therapists
were encouraged to try
some of the lifting on
their own. Only two
therapists were willing to

Lifting just an empty stretcher proved challenging

lift the stretcher or the
stair chair and remarked
that the equipment lifts
alone were quite difficult,
even without lifting a patient or bags.
Following
this,
Chris
Bugelli
demonstrated
special problems that our
Paramedic
Rapid
Response Unit (PRU) paramedics face, Amanda
Hagmann demonstrated
the bariatric unit and Dan
Kaplansky explained the
stair chair.
The information session
turned out very well, with
the physiotherapists a
little surprised by exactly
what we have to do, but
now better aware of what
they would have to deal
with working at our
headquarters.

Jan puts her life in the hands of Rob and Tammy

PHYSIOTHERAPY DEMO
Some surprising numbers...
What does a paramedic feel like?
•

Paramedics average 5-6 patient transport calls per day

•

The stretcher (173 lbs) must be raised/lowered 9-12
times per call
Adult patients weigh between 100-300 lbs (with some

•

bariatric patients weighing over 600 lbs)
As a minimum, Cardiac Monitor, A1000 bag and Oxy-

•

gen tank are carried on every call and handled multiple
times per day (total weight = 66lbs)

Consider a healthy adult male patient who weighs 200 lbs and requires

•

From start to finish of this call, the paramedic will
have lifted

3770 lbs
If the paramedic averages 5-6 calls per day, the total daily weight
lifted would be 18,800 - 22,600 pounds.

This combined weight in-

creases with additional equipment and larger patients.

REMEMBER TO REDUCE WEIGHT LIFTED WHENEVER POSSIBLE
TO SAVE YOUR BODY FROM REPETITIVE STRAIN INJURIES
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only the Cardiac Monitor, A1000 bag and Oxygen:

SPONSORS
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Did you know …
The colour of paramedics’ high-visibility jackets is chartreuse,
named after the French liqueur “Yellow Chartreuse”, developed
in 1838.

SPIN-A-THON
Sylvie Rochon gets paramedics spinning
In her first attempt at organizing a PPAO event, Sylvie
Rochon coordinated a Spina-Thon to raise money for
the HELP Fund. As a spinning
instructor,
Sylvie
thought that her Paramedic
colleagues might like to experience an insane 4 hour
spinning class while raising
money for a good cause.

pads (just in case) and 80’s
style
exercise
thongs.
Even though none of the
participants
actually
showed up in anything too
outrageous (I think the
photography threat scared
them), the rumors helped
enlist a few extra participants eager to join the fun.

Initially, there was talk of a
“crazy team attire” competition. Rumor had it certain
teams were going to show
up in inventive workout
gear like one-shoulder unitards,
pre-applied
defib

Over four hours, spinners
made their way through a
variety of simulated hills
and flat roads. In the end,
the sweat and lactic acid
build-up were all worthwhile as the event raised
$1557.00 for the H.E.L.P
Fund. An oversized cheque
was presented to H.E.L.P
Fund founder Steve Hallam
during the after-party held
at Darcy McGee’s Pub.

Andy toughs it out for charity

Congratulations to our participants: Andrew Fenton,
Michelle Newell, Hilton Radford, Paul Morneau, Normand Robillard, Pierre-Paul
Arcand, Yannick Roussel,
Fergus Graham, Tyler Leslie, Reid Purdy, Micah
Rietschlin, Scott Stephens,
Krista Shipman, François
Côté, Ed Ouston, Katherine
Tar, Chris Bugelli, Jacob
Mulder,
Shannon
O'Neill,
Patrick Melchin,
Andrew
Hemlin,
MarcAndre Da Ponti, Ben Ripley,
Andre Mollema, Chelsea
Robertson, Joel Ethier, stu-

With the help of some excellent advertising Sylvie
managed to garner up a full
crew eager to pedal.

dent Chantal Blouin and a
number of other very fit
spouses and volunteers.
Special thanks also go out
to the following sponsors:
Dora Boukaris (SunLife Financial), John Karn (Cooperators), Peter Waldolf
(Sales Rep/Century 21Action Power Team), Lawyer Todd Plant, Chiropractor Bryan Watson, Goodlife
Fitness (Place D’Orléans),
Filosofi, Kinetic Solutions
and Darcy McGee’s Pub
(Orleans).
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Last but not least, thank
you to the spinning instructors, Murray Powell, Brian
Robitaille, Anya Pavlova
and of course, Sylvie Rochon.

Spinning slave-driver Sylvie

François Côté races against his kids

Scott wonders why Chris hasn’t broken a sweat

Jacob and Hilton ready for action

Norm Robillard hopes the defib pads are near

Chelsea and Reid coast down a hill

Fergus and Paul laugh in the face of “hard climbs”
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SPIN-A-THON

VOLUNTEER EVENTS
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Dan Shugar makes a customer “McHappy”

Chantale Dumas tests her audience

Kevin Dubriel dispatches Amanda to a trauma

Rob Wilson mimics some chest pain

John Keylor engages a huge crowd

Jennifer Kortko practices intubation

TREE PLANTING
Riverside South gets 10,000 new trees

A prime parking spot allowed paramedics to tour
hundreds of children and
parents through the ambu-

lance and information display. The medics were also
able to show their green
thumbs by planting a few
trees while on site.
Roger’s television was also
present and filmed the
paramedics (along with Ottawa Police Officer Walter
Duhme) extending a big
hello to Roger’s viewers
from the event.

We would like to thank
Honourable Minister Jim
Watson, Councillor Steve
Desroches and his assistant Christine Taylor for
extending the invitation to
attend this fun event.
Thanks also to Micah
Rietschlin, Tammy Dupuis,
John MacNeill, John Keylor,
Suzanne Noël and Darryl
Wilton our tree-planting
volunteers.

John with the Riverside South community

John, Micah and Tammy plant a tree

Filming the Roger’s TV appearance

Micah and John get in on the ceremonial dig
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This year, Ottawa paramedics were personally
invited by Riverside South
Councillor Steve Desroches
and MPP Jim Watson to
help plant 10,000 trees in
the
Riverside
South
neighborhood.

VOLUNTEER EVENTS
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Stephane Perras coordinates ambulance tours

Dean Zieman monitors young hearts

The Paramedic version of “time out chair”

Meredith and Chris code 7 an unruly child

Andy Fenton keeps his intubation skills current

Dena O’Hara monitors O2 sats

PARAMEDIC WEEK
Multiple events span entire month
The month of May saw us pull off another extremely successful National
Paramedic Week. One problem… The
PPAO had too many public relations
events to fit into one week so many
events had to run into the month of
June.
The PPAO would like to say thank-you to
the over 80 paramedics and students
who volunteered to promote paramedicine during the months of May and June
with many of these individuals participating in multiple events.

Tyler Leslie shows off his mobile workplace

The OttawaParamedics.ca website is
plastered with photos and a lot of information about our paramedic public relations initiatives.

For a complete list of events and volunteers, please see the volunteer list at the
end of this book.
A great looking ambulance

Alexandra Hopkin shows CPR technique

Onlookers brave the rain
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If you have an idea for a volunteer
event, please fill in our Special Events
Booking Tool on the website.

SPONSORS
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Giuseppe Federico tours Ornge with Med-Vents

Janice Woods and Jennifer Kortko create MCI

John Blythe wires up his “patient”

Dan Shugar rules out STEMI on a volunteer

Rob Wilson wants his own pink sash

Faye Proctor demonstrates the Zoll
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VOLUNTEER EVENTS

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Over $8000 donated to the HELP Fund
Another year, another golf
tournament and our Director of Corporate Development, Bruno Gendron pulls
it off yet again! This year,
Bruno organized his second
paramedic golf tournament
to raise money for the
Helping Every Local Paramedic (HELP) fund.
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Amazingly, the day turned
out rain-free and everyone
had a great time. Following
the round of golf, participants enjoyed an excellent
meal prepared by The
Meadows Golf & Country
Club. During dinner, Darryl
Wilton hosted an auction
that included items such as
a team-signed Vancouver
Canucks jersey, a golf foursome at the Ottawa Hunt
and Golf Club, 67’s season
tickets and even pole dancing lessons.

Manon Lavergne was the
winner of the 50/50 draw
and
graciously
donated
$124.00 back to charity
which accounted for half of
her winnings in what be-

In the end, a total of
$8492.00 was raised with
proceeds going to the HELP
Fund. Thank you to Bruno
Gendron for another excellent tournament, and to
volunteers Mathieu Roy,
Lianne Shaver, Justin Hemsley, Marc Landriault, Frank
Lalonde, Darryl Wilton and
others for all their help.

Thank you to all of our
sponsors and our special
guests including MPP JeanMarc Lalonde, Chief Anthony Di Monte, Chief Michel Chrétien, Councillor Eli
El-Chantiry,
Councillor
Diane Deans, Councillor
Shad Qadri, General Manager of Emergency & Procame a 25/75 draw. Kelly tective
Services
Susan
Lacharity’s team also do- Jones and Manager of Intenated back $120.00 of their grated Public Safety Unit
prize money.
John Ash.

Who said medics and dispatchers can’t get along?

Bruno Gendron practices his hand signals

Brian tries to impress Stephanie and Candace

Chris’ team hopes he can golf better than he poses

The best-dressed foursome

The runner-up best dressed foursome?

Ottawa General ER nurses enjoy a day off

Emergency & Protective Services Team
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GOLF TOURNAMENT

ANAPHYLAXIS VISIT
Kids and parents visit paramedic headquarters
The Ottawa Anaphylaxis Support group
teamed up with the PPAO to provide an
information session at paramedic headquarters. While the parents were asking
all kinds of questions about the role
paramedics play in treating anaphylactic
children, the kids were across the hall
colouring pictures and a giant banner.

Code tries to figure out how to colour with paws

When the markers ran out, the children
got to dress up in several pieces of the
paramedic gear from daily uniforms to
the helmet and even our Tyvek suits.
The excited kids then put on quite a colourful and entertaining “fashion show”.
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We then divided into groups for a tour.
Everyone was able to explore our medications, emergency equipment, tour
through an ambulance, the gator, a
Paramedic Rapid Response Unit, the
Emergency Support Unit, the Treatment
and Rehab Unit and the decontamination
bay.

A great fashion show

A colourful banner

To end the day, the OASG presented the
PPAO with the fully-coloured banner and
a cheque for $250.00 as a thank-you.

A highly visible group
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ESQUIRE FEATURE
Ottawa Paramedics featured in Esquire magazine
Since it has been up and
running, the PPAO website
has enabled us to come in
contact with a wide variety
of individuals and organizations looking for information on the Paramedic career.

Finding the print media
phone number on the website, Esquire writer Chris
Jones called up the PPAO
one afternoon and informed us that he would
like to interview some
Paramedics. He was looking to learn all he could
about what our career entailed so he could write an
article that would excite
and educate the millions of
international readers of the
magazine.
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Opportunities such as providing a paramedic for the
Discovery Channel’s Survivorman TV show and working with the Allergen and
Anaphylaxis
Canada all
came about from these
groups browsing our web- Apparently, the magazine
site.
was in the process of writing articles on several proIn February 2009, a Google fessions as suggested by
search led a writer from its readers and Chris was
Esquire magazine to our assigned the feature on
page, and presented a Paramedics.
great opportunity for Ottawa Paramedics to get Darryl Wilton figured that
international exposure.
the best way for a writer to

Chris Jones and Darryl Wilton (Credit: Ottawa Citizen 2009)

find out what it’s like to be
a Paramedic is to have him
train to become one.
Darryl researched Chris’
background to confirm he
was actually a real writer
and read some of Chris’
previous publications to
ensure Chris would be able
to write an article that
would truly represent the
Paramedic profession.
Turns out that Chris really
is an Esquire writer and
has been since 2003. He
has also won a National
Magazine Award for a feature he wrote on astronauts.
Thanks to the approval and
efforts by Deputy Chief Pierre Poirier, Darryl was
given a green light to go
ahead and immerse Chris
in the Paramedic world.
Chris’ first glimpse of Paramedicine was an intense
Emergency First Responder
course provided by Sue
Noël. Chris was shown
every piece of equipment
in our bags and shown
what it was used for. He
was even given some
hands on experience with
mannequins, chest needles, intubations and the
defibrillator.
Chris
was
even taught how to calcu-

ESQUIRE FEATURE
Article receives praise from Paramedics internationally

The following day Chris
had his very own fit test
for an N-95 mask. Chris
was also briefed on the importance of patient confidentiality, Ontario PHIPA
legislation, MFIPPA legislation and what he could and
couldn’t include in the article or photos.

Chris sat down to write his
article and found he had
gained so much knowledge
he didn’t have enough
space to give us a fair
shake. He told us that
paramedics have his utmost respect and really
stood out even among the
numerous top ten athletes,
singers and actors he has
written about. The editors
at Esquire actually approved a longer article that
ran in the August 2009 edition of the magazine.

the paramedic and told her
how he read the Esquire
article and how impressed
he was with all of our
skills.

In appreciation of all his
dedicated research and
outstanding finished article, the Professional Paramedic Association of Ottawa nominated Chris for
the Ontario Paramedic Association Media Award for
positive portrayal of paramedics in the media. We
are proud to announce the
The final article was ex- nomination was approved
tremely well received by and presented at Paraparamedics
across
the medicine 2009.
globe.
Several
paramedics
stated that “this
was the most realistic depiction of
paramedics
I
have even seen”.

Next, we put Chris in a uniform and Darryl Wilton
took him out for an entire
weekend. Chris got to experience a wide variety of
Paramedic calls ranging
from a seizure, a diabetic
patient, unconscious, a
roll-over MVC, an obvious
death, hypotension and
even a VSA with return of
Even
nonspontaneous circulation.
paramedics were
with
Chris even brought along a impressed
professional photographer the article and
from New York who was details of our proWhile
able to capture several fession.
vacationing
in
amazing shots of ParamedKentucky,
an
esics in action with a close
reader
eye to patient confidential- q u i r e
ity. Did you know those overheard a PPAO
photographers
m a k e member say she
was a paramedic
$8000 per day?
from Ottawa. This
After his week of immer- reader spontanesion in the Paramedic field, ously went up to

The August 2009 Esquire Cover
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late dopamine drips, draw
medications into syringes
and convert milligram dosages to milliliters.
Chris
had to earn his ride-outs.

CAPITAL PRIDE PARADE
Paramedics support GLBTTQ community
Ottawa paramedics, students and their
allies had a strong presence in the pride
parade and an exciting new event was
established: "Ottawa Paramedic Service
Charity BBQ & Pride Flag Raising".

Lise Laporte gets caught up in the excitement
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Our Pride volunteers

The Ottawa Paramedic Service demonstrated its support of the diversity of its
paramedics, communication officers,
technicians and administrative and support personnel, by raising the Pride Flag
at Ottawa Paramedic Service Headquarters. This event marked the first time
the Pride Flag had been raised at OPS
Headquarters showing support for the
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender,
Two-spirited, & Questioning (GLBTTQ)
community.
The Charity BBQ raised
funds for two local groups: Ten Oaks
Project and Capital Pride.
Thanks to our volunteers Brian Attfield,
Michael Call, Heather Clark, Folsome
Corbett, Robert Davidson, Lise Laporte,
Anthony DiMonte, Tanis ChoinièreMassé, Dulka McLellan, Joe Micucci, Paul
Morneau, Ginette Pottie, Mike
Rice, Deanna Schofield, Spencer Sarault
& J.P. Trottier.

Did you know….

Community Medicine Commander Joe Micucci

•

Ottawa’s first Pride Parade was
held in 1986

•

Pride 2002 was one of the biggest 1-day events in Ottawa’s
history with over 55,000 people
in attendance

•

In 1998 former Prime Minister
Jean Crétien issued a proclamation supporting the Pride Festival

NFL ROAD TRIP

Dino, Deanna, Faye and Sylvie get in the game

Mike and Dino show their enthusiasm

Organizer Chris Ryan (#23) grills lunch
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A picture before the bus rowdiness kicked in

SPONSORS
We provide aquatic and first aid programs
throughout southeastern Ontario and the Ottawa
region.
All of our Aquatic programs are approved
Lifesaving Society courses including parent and
tot, learn to swim and advanced aquatics and
don’t forget our B.O.A.T course which teaches
you boating safety and certifies you for your
Pleasure Craft Operators license now required in
Ontario.
We offer you a choice of two different agencies
programs to choose from for First aid, CPR, AED
and
Airway
management
/
oxygen
administration: Ottawa Paramedic Service and
the Lifesaving Society of Ontario. All first aid
courses are W.S.I.B approved and are suitable for
workplace and educational requirements.
Check out our website for
information and other services offered at www.helpuhelpthem.com or call our office at 613-498-2090.
At Help U Help You Help Them Inc we teach you to “save yourself and save others”

more

course
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André Mollema and a group of future paramedics

John Blythe represents paramedics at a boat show

Code and students learn defib skills from Micah

Paramedic Jill Naprstek with the crew of 4115

Rosemary and Nicole teach woodshop safety

Alexandra Hopkin checks for proper placement
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VOLUNTEER EVENTS

OPA AWARDS
Award winners from all departments recognized
The Professional Paramedic Association
of Ottawa is working to engage the various departments at Ottawa Paramedic
Service as well as our local colleges.

Appreciation Awards

This year, the PPAO nominated a number of individuals for Ontario Paramedic
Association provincial awards with the
assistance of Deputy Chief Kevin Newell. Considering membership distribution, we are proud to have a proportionally high number of award nominees
from Communications and Logistics.
President Darryl Wilton will present the
awards in early 2010.
Congratulations to all winners!
10 OPA Long Service Awards
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Alex Kazaniwsky, Dale Snider, Heather
Massender, Evelyn Steward, Jeff McNeil,
Mario Dupuis, Mike Bowen, Steve McMahon, Peter Capello, Wayne Strelbisky

Long Service Award

5 OPA Appreciation Awards
Patrick Lamoureux, Kris Kurs, Stephane
Perras, Lynea Finn, Sylvie Rochon
1 OPA Amanda Finch Memorial
Award for student contribution:
Dena O’Hara (La Cité Collégiale)
1 OPA MEDIA AWARD
Chris Jones, Esquire Magazine

Amanda Finch Memorial Award

Code steals candy canes in Orleans

Code makes new friends

Kathleen Fry likes her ride more than Santa’s

4299 dressed up for a night on the town

Another huge Toy Mountain collection

Frank, Faye and Paul get in the Christmas spirit
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CHRISTMAS EVENTS

VOLUNTEER LISTING
NOTE: Every volunteer initiative was
facilitated by John Rathier
January
Community Events:
Patrick Lamoureux,
Brown

Warren

February
Community Events:
John Rathier, Stephanie
Patrick Lamoureux

Mills,

School Presentations:
Jan Woods, Jennifer Kortko, Sue
Noël, Darryl Wilton
Esquire Magazine Feature:
Sue Noël, Darryl Wilton
March
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Community Events:
Patrick Lamoureux, Chantale
Dumas, Sue Noël, Darryl Wilton,
Amanda Hagmann, Chris Bugelli,
Dan Kaplansky, Keith Buchanan,
Tammy Dupuis, Rob Wilson,
Janice Woods
School Presentations:
Christian Gendron, Dan Shugar,
John Blythe, Greg Furlong
April
Community Events:
Darryl Wilton, Micah Rietschlin,
Patrick Lamoureux, Janice
Woods, Jennifer Kortko, Kris
Prince, Steve Leu, David Ennis
School Presentations:
Rob Wilson, Brian Jones, Chelsea
Robertson, Thulasika Kandasamy

May
Community Events:
Micah Rietschlin, John Keylor,
John MacNeill, Sue Noël, Darryl
Wilton, Tammy Dupuis, Sylvie
Rochon, Dan Shugar, Joel Ethier,
Chelsea Robertson, Mike Verdon,
Mike Bowen, Patrick Lamoureux,
Andrea Thompson, Ed Ouston,
Cassie
Willard,
Pierre
Sabourin, Andrew Whyte, Ben
Jolicoeur, Alexandra Hopkin,
Krista S h i p m a n ,
Andrew
Gleeson, John Kibsey, Bruno
Gendron
School Presentations:
Garth Tourangeau, Catherine
Tourangeau, Hans Oberholzer,
Jeremy Doherty, Ben Jolicoeur,
Krista Shipman, Chantale Dumas
Andrea Thompson, Rob Wilson
Janice Woods, Jennifer Kortko,
Beth Stanistreet, Yannick Roussel
EMS Week:
Micah Rietschlin, Kris Kurs,
Simon Downham, Ben Ripley,
Chantale Dumas,
Tyler Leslie,
Alexandra Hopkin
June
Community Events:
Patrick Lamoureux, Dave Ennis,
Dan Kaplansky, Sylvie Rochon,
Dean Zieman, Tammy Dupuis,
Sue Noël, Kris Kurs, Ed Ouston,
Darryl Wilton, Rob Wilson, Kelly
Galerno, Matthew Smith, Andrew
Whyte, Stephane Perras, Deanna
Schofield

VOLUNTEER LISTING

July
Community Events:
Robert Davidson, Pierre
Sabourin, Lynea Finn, Spencer
Sarault, Joe Micucci, Chris
Stroud
School Presentations:
Micah Rietschlin
August
Community Events:
Mike Call, Ginette Pottie, Tanis
Choinière-Massé, Joe Miccuci,
Lise Laporte
Golf Tournament:
Mathieu Roy, Lianne Shaver,
Justin Hemsley, Bruno Gendron,
Frank Lalonde, Darryl Wilton,
Marc Landriault
September
Community Events:
Michael Seguin
School Presentations:
Jill Naprstek
October
Community Events:
Cassie Willard

November
Community Events:
Micah Rietschlin, Paul Morneau,
Alexandra Hopkin, Robert Wilson,
Stephane Perras, François Côté,
Robert Cousley, Hilton Radford,
Rob Wilson, Rosemary Bentley,
Jason St. Pierre, Sylvie Rochon,
Nicole Thibaudeau, Robin St.
Pierre, Tara Vanderlinden
School Presentations:
Andre Mollema, Matthew Smith
December
Community Events:
Tom McKinley, Robert Cousley,
Kathleen Fry, J.P. Senecal
School Presentations:
Kelly Edwards, Beth Stanistreet
NOTE: We would also like to thank
all other 2009 volunteers who may
not be listed.
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School Presentations:
François Côté, Michelle Newell,
Sylvie Rochon, Dan Kaplansky,
Tammy Dupuis, Claudine
Coughlin, John Keylor, Kris
Prince, Andy Fenton, Meredith
Boulay, Dean Zieman, Jennifer
Kortko, Rob Wilson, Kris Prince,
Marc Sincennes, Christian
Goudreault, Chris Bugelli

SPONSORS
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Did you know…

• The first vehicle specifically designed as an ambulance was created during
the Napoleonic war, and called the “ambulance volanté”.

• It was created by Napoleon’s Chief Surgeon, Baron Dominique Jean Larrey.
• Often these vehicles would transport ammunition to the battlefield on the

Did you know…

• The earliest advertisements
were painted on walls or
papyrus paper

• The earliest newspaper ad-

vertisements appeared in
England in the 17th century
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way to pick up wounded soldiers.

SPONSORS
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Do You Know What Is Absolutely Essential To Your Health?

•

Glutathione is a naturally occurring protein in every cell of your
body
MaxGxl is the only science based clinically proven, composite patent formula of natural ingredients that supports the body’s own
ability to produce and recycle Glutathione (GSH).

Have You Ever Wondered If The Nutritional
Supplement You Take Works?
•

•

Max N’Fuze is a unique liquid gel daily multivitamin & mineral supplement that has solved
the challenge of absorption.
Using Nano-technology, MaxN’Fuze begins absorption in your mouth.

To learn more about MaxGxl and Max N’Fuze and
the benefits to your health go to our website at
www.cellularhealth.ca or contact us by email at
maxhealth@rogers.com or by phone at 613-254-8837
(Mike) or 613-299-6813 (Sandy)
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•

SPONSORS
Did you know…
Our 2009 volunteers
came from multiple
Ottawa Paramedic
Service Departments
including Logistics,
Operations, Community Medicine and
Communications
Over 100 different
Paramedic staff volunteered
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Did you know…

• The first portable
defibrillator in
Canada was used
in Toronto.

• It was powered by

lead-acid batteries
and weighed 100
pounds.

• Modern portable

defibrillators can
weigh less than 3
pounds
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SPONSORS

SPONSORS
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